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The term preadaptation in evolution refers to a large change in function accomplished with little
or no change in structure (Ridley, 2004). That is, preadaptation refers to the possibility of a
characteristic to adopt a new biological function without evolutionary modification. The idea that
the function of a trait might shift during its evolutionary history was initially developed by Darwin
(1859). This phenomenon is usually known as “preadaptation.” However, since this term may
suggest teleology, it has been proposed to be replaced by the term “exaptation” (Gould and Vrba,
1982). I shall refer, however, to preadaptation because it is the most frequently used name.
Preadaptation can refer both to anatomical or behavioral characteristics. An anatomical example
frequently mentioned, pertains to bird feathers. At first, birds’ feathers were essentially for heat
insulation rather than an adaptation for flight; this initial evolutionary purpose for warmth
represents a preadaptation for flight. The following is a behavioral example of preadaptation:
subdominant wolves lick the mouths of alpha wolves as a sign of submissiveness; this behavior
can be related to the wolf pups licking the faces of adults to encourage them to regurgitate food
(preadaptation).
Homo sapiens has existed for about 150,000 years without evident neurological changes (Carroll,
2003). We can assume that 150,000 years ago Homo sapiens possessed certain fundamental
cognitive abilities required to survive. During these 150,000 years, however, significant changes
in cognition have occurred, without evident changes in his brain morphology. These changes in
cognition include, but are not limited to, the development of a complex grammatical language,
reading, writing, calculation abilities, and meta-cognitive executive functions (Ardila, 2004, 2008,
2011, submitted). These new cognitive abilities are based on those fundamental intellectual abilities
that existed in Homo sapiens 150,000 years ago, which represent the pre-adaptations for these new
cognitive strategies: grammatical language, reading, writing, etc.
There have been very few attempts to relate current cognitive abilities with their preadaptation.
Varney (1984) proposed a model for Kanji reading applicable in a non-Japanese population
of aphasics. Aphasic subjects were required to match animals with their footprints, a type of
ideogram “reading” requiring no special training. The author suggested that matching animals
with their footprints represents a preadaptation of Kanji word reading. He found that all aphasic
patients with defects in footprint reading were also impaired in letter recognition or pantomime
recognition, but some aphasics with defects in word reading performed normally in animal
footprint reading.
I will propose some probable preadaptations for several forms of complex cognition: language
grammar, calculation abilities, reading, writing, and metacognitive executive functions.
First of all, grammar or morphosyntax refers to the set of rules governing the construction of
words or morphology, as well as the construction of sentences or syntax, in a particular language.
No question, grammar represents the most advanced and complex aspect of human language
(Chomsky, 1965; Bickerton, 2007). Grammar requires the use of verbs, and verbs represent actions;
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TABLE 1 | Some contemporary cognitive abilities and their probable
preadaptations.
Cognitive ability Preadaptation(s)
Grammatical language Perception of actions
Calculation abilities Finger knowledge
Spatial relations in language
Reading Visual perception
Cross-modal associations
Spatial perception
Writing Constructive abilities
Cross-modal associations
Praxic abilities
Meta-cognitive executive
functions
Perception of actions
(grammatical language)
consequently, those brain areas involved in recognizing actions
may become adapted to process grammar. They are the
preadaptations of grammatical language. As a matter of fact, it
has been observed that, (a) the classical Broca’s area or Brodmann
area 44 becomes activated during observation of expressive
gestures and motor acts (Lotze et al., 2006); and (b) the activation
of Brodmann area 44 during different linguistic tasks results in a
co-activation of some occipital lobe areas (Bernal et al., 2015).
These two observations suggest that the perception of actions
represent a preadaptation of grammatical language. Grammar
quite likely developed based on the ability to recognize actions;
and both language grammar and recognition of actions are
depending upon the same brain systems.
It is worth noting that several lines of research suggest that
the appearance of grammar involved more than one evolutionary
step. I do not deny this point; the case that I make is just
that action recognition is the most fundamental preadaptation
supporting its emergence.
Finger knowledge probably represents a preadaptation of
the ability to calculate. Counting most likely began with
finger sequencing (Ardila, 2010), as it is observed in children;
furthermore, the use of a finger sequencing in counting may
explain the 10-base found in most numerical systems. From
the clinical perspective, there is a strong relationship between
numerical knowledge and finger recognition; both are impaired
in cases of left posterior parietal damage, in the so-called
angular or Gerstmann’s syndrome (Gerstmann, 1940), suggesting
a common neurological substrate. On the other hand, there exists
a strong relationship between acalculia understood as an acquired
impairment in calculation abilities and right-left discrimination
disorders. That means, calculation abilities are directly related
with finger recognition and right left discrimination; in cases
of brain pathology, they appear in a single cortical syndrome,
known as angular or Gerstmann’s syndrome. It has been
proposed that this syndrome is defined as a defect in verbally
mediated spatial operations (Ardila, 2014). Consequently, finger
knowledge and right-left discrimination, which represents the
use of spatial relations in language, probably are preadaptations
of calculation abilities.
Reading represents a particular ability to associate
phonemes, the auditory components of language, and their
visual representations. There are some fundamental forms of
acquired disturbances in reading that indicate the preadaptations
required to read. Classically, two different types of alexia have
been recognized (Dejerine, 1891, 1892): (1) pure or agnosic
alexia, or without agraphia alexia, observed in cases of left
occipital pathology, and usually interpreted as a visuo-perceptual
disturbance; simply speaking, a visual agnosia, probably a
particular subtype of simultanagnosia (Farah, 2004); (2) alexia
with agraphia or temporal-parietal alexia, which is characterized
by an inability to associate the sounds of the language with their
visual representations; that means, this particular type of alexia
represents a disturbance in cross-modal associations (Benson,
1979). Alexia can also be observed in cases of right hemisphere
damage, due to the contralateral neglect; it is the so-called
spatial or visuospatial alexia (Hecaen, 1972; Ardila and Rosselli,
1994). Consequently, reading is primarily based on the following
three abilities or preadaptations: visual perception, cross-modal
associations, and spatial perception.
These skills required to read and write are only partially
coincidental. It has been proposed that writing began with
the ability to draw; drawing is a constructive ability that
progressively became associated with some particular meanings
expressed in oral language; that is, writing is based on
some cross-modal associations. Furthermore, some specific
standardized movements or praxic abilities are required to
write the letters and words (Ardila, 2004). In consequence,
at least the following fundamental abilities or preadaptations
are required to write words: (1) constructive abilities are
required to “draw” letters and words in a particular space;
(2) cross-modal association; that is, the ability to associate the
“draws” with oral language; and (3) some praxic abilities are
needed to make standardized movements to write the letters
and words. Of course, writing beyond individual letters and
words, such as writing sentences and texts, also require some
additional abilities, for instance, verbal memory and executive
functions.
“Metacognitive executive functions” include problem
solving, abstracting, planning, strategy development and
implementation, working memory, and similar complex
cognitive abilities (Ardila, 2008). It has been difficult to find
the common factor underlying these complex intellectual
functions. Fuster (1997, 2002) stated that the most general
executive function of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, or in
other words, the common factor of metacognitive executive
functions, is the temporal organization of goal-directed actions
in the domains of behavior, cognition, and language. If the
temporal organization of behavior and cognition represent the
core executive functions factor, the question becomes, where
behavioral temporality comes from? Temporality means “before”
and “after,” that is, something that changes, or develops or moves,
that is, an action. Simply speaking, the “perception of actions”
would represent a single preadaptation both for grammatical
language and for meta-cognitive executive functions. As a matter
of fact, it has been proposed that both, grammatical language
and metacognitive executive functions appeared simultaneously
in human evolution (Ardila, 2008, 2015). It is evident that
whereas language vocabulary contains a categorization or
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conceptualization system, language grammar contains a thinking
or reasoning strategy.
Table 1 summarizes the probable preadaptations for
language grammar, calculation abilities, reading, writing, and
metacognitive executive functions.
In summary, contemporary complex cognition, such as
written language, meta-cognitive executive functions, and others,
represent a further evolution of some basic abilities or
preadaptations existing 150,000 years ago when Homo sapiens
first appeared.
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